Leaky transcription of variant surface glycoprotein gene expression sites in bloodstream african trypanosomes.
Trypanosoma brucei undergoes antigenic variation by periodically switching the expression of its variant surface glycoprotein (VSG) genes (vsg) among an estimated 20-40 telomere-linked expression sites (ES), only one of which is fully active at a given time. We found that in bloodstream trypanosomes one ES is transcribed at a high level and other ESs are expressed at low levels, resulting in organisms containing one abundant VSG mRNA and several rare VSG RNAs. Some of the rare VSG mRNAs come from monocistronic ESs in which the promoters are situated about 2 kilobases upstream of the vsg, in contrast to the polycistronic ESs in which the promoters are located 45-60 kilobases upstream of the vsg. The monocistronic ES containing the MVAT4 vsg does not include the ES-associated genes (esag) that occur between the promoter and the vsg in polycistronic ESs. However, bloodstream MVAT4 trypanosomes contain the mRNAs for many different ESAGs 6 and 7 (transferrin receptors), suggesting that polycistronic ESs are partially active in this clone. To explain these findings, we propose a model in which both mono- and polycistronic ESs are controlled by a similar mechanism throughout the parasite's life cycle. Certain VSGs are preferentially expressed in metacyclic versus bloodstream stages as a result of differences in ESAG expression and the proximity of the promoters to the vsg and telomere.